THE AGEAGLE
UAV LAUNCHER
Lightweight, effective, affordable

A better way to launch valuable UAVs. Reduce launching
problems associated with hand tossed UAVs

The AgEagle UAV Launcher

Feature
Convenient and Portable
Required no external power
source.

Benefit
Lightweight and one person can assemble and operate the
launcher in less than two minutes.
The AgEagle launcher is self-powered with latex rubber tubing
requiring no bulky and expensive electrical, hydraulic or
compressed air power source.

One person needed for UAV
missions.

Hand launching usually involves two people; one person to
launch and one to operate flight controls. With the AgEagle
launcher, one person can do it all.
Catapult launches reduces
Hand launching a UAV often results in a crash. The AgEagle
problems associated with hand Launcher helps provide for safe, consistent flights while reducing
launching.
the chance of personal injury to hands, fingers or facial areas.
Adjustable launch thrust and
speed.
Lock and launch carriage.

Can accommodate various UAV wing loadings and conditions.
Some UAVs require the motor to be at full power prior to launch.
The "Lock and Launch" carriage holds the aircraft firmly.

Precision laser cut components. Smooth and precise operation. Long life functionality
Built with strong heavy gauge
powder coated lightweight
aluminum.
Collapsible into a 4' long
package
AgEagle parts and service.

Easy to transport, carry and assemble. The powder coated
surfaces protect against corrosion. Every component can be
recycled, too!
Fits easily into a trunk, back seat or pickup bed.
Peace of mind knowing that wear parts and service related
components can be purchased after the sale.

Field repairable.

The launcher is produced using many common materials. Simple
tools make field service quick and easy.
Can be modified for flying wings Flexibility for future UAV designs.
or conventional aircraft*
One year workmanship
Piece mind of knowing AgEagle will stand behind the product.
warranty
Made in the USA
High quality, strong and built for the long haul.
*NOTE: Due to the wide selection of UAVs, AgEagle does not modify the launcher for any specific UAV platform. Such modifications
are the responsibility of the owner. AgEagle is not responsible for any damage to a UAV as a result of modifications or usage.
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